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The

Somic Shilpa Shastras

(The Art and Craft of Soma)

A Religious Textbook



Ritual Chemistry

&amp;

Plant Chemistry



By:

A Church of Neuroscience Parishioner/

A Universal Life Church Minister



This book is dedicated to

Mason Ryan Wight

Hymns from the Rigveda:

(to the dead)

"Go forth, go forth on those ancient paths on which our ancient fathers passed beyond.

There you shall see the two kings. Yama and Varuna, rejoicing in the sacrificial drink."

"Clarifying Soma, when you are sated with waters your juice runs through the sieve made

of wool."

"Have I not drunk Soma?"

"Long-hair holds fire, holds the drug, holds the sky and Earth. Long-hair reveals

everything, so that everyone can see the Sun. Long-hair declares the light."

"Flying down from the sky, the plants spoke: 'That man shall not be harmed whose life

we join'."

"You plants whose king is Soma, spread out over the Earth as you were sent by Brhaspati:

Unite your powers in this plant."

"Plant you are supreme; the Trees they are your subjects."



Intro

Many people have never heard of the concept of Neurospirituality, but they have

probably heard something related to it. You have probably heard that certain parts of your

Brain Light up when you talk about or listen to something about God, and it is different

than the parts that light up when you are just normally talking or listening. Some people

take this and say “See, when someone experiences God, it is just Chemical Reactions in

their brain”. But, for example, when someone with Alzheimer’s becomes completely

Lucid, and remembers everything about their entire lives, and are able to talk to family

members for a brief period. That is also all just Chemical Reactions in the Brain, right?

But just because it is Chemical Reactions in the Brain doesn’t mean it isn’t much much

more than that. Take the Concept of Love for example, Scientists have discovered that

when someone experiences what we call “Love”, the 2 main Chemicals associated with

this feeling are Theobromine and Oxytocin. But you can’t force yourself to love someone

simply by ingesting or injecting Theobromine and Oxyticin. And when they hook

someone up to an EEG or ECG Brain scanner, they can see Brain activity based on the

Molecules. But what is making the Molecules be released? Are the Molecules being

released because of the Brain Activity? Or is the Brain Activity a result of the Molecules?

When you Love someone, it may have a Chemical Reaction behind it, but it does not

mean that it isn’t something real and more meaningful than a Chemical reaction.

Examples of Ritual Chemistry in Tribal Religious Settings:

Ayahuasca preparation from DMT and MAOI combinations. This Religion now exists in

America in the form of Santo Daime. The People in the Amazon say that the plants taught

them how to make the combination and Western Science was not even aware of MAOIs,

and was even convinced that DMT was inactive, until extensive research was done on the

plants that are added to Ayahuasca brews. Which revealed a series of Tryptamines and

Carbolines, some of which had never been seen before and most of which were

completely not understood, and again, the people in the Amazon say that the plants taught

them how to do this out of the thousands if not millions of species of available plants in

any given region.

Amanita Muscaria or Fly Agaric Mushrooms, which contain Muscimol and Ibotenic

Acid. Ibotenic Acid can cause side effects, so, the Chukchi People who use the

Mushroom Sacrementally wait for Reindeer to eat the Mushrooms and they go through

their system, where the Ibotenic Acid is decarboxylized into Muscimol. At this point the

Urine is collected and consumed as part of a Religious Ceremony.

Yopo preparation from Plant seeds or Toad venom containing 5-HO-DMT, which can

make your blood vessels hurt, and Edible Lime (Calcium Hydroxide). This alters the

molecule slightly allowing for it to be used as a Religious Sacrament, in a smoked or



snuff form.

The South American Kambo Frog (Waxy Leaf Frog or Waxy Monkey Frog) venom,

which contains Opiods and is gathered by capturing a frog and tying it up, then running a

wedge along its skin to collect a thin slime. A small burn is then applied to the skin and

the Frog venom is applied to the burn, this works somewhat like an injection of Religious

Sacrament and the scars are seen as a Rite of Passage.

Ubulawu, which is a mixture of plants used Sacramentally in the Yoruba faith. It is part of

a Religious Ritual to promote dreams and clarity.

Hottentot Tea, which is a mixture of plants used Sacramentally in the Hottentot Tribe.

And as you will find in this book, many plants are doing Ritual Chemistry.



Examples of Ritual Chemistry in Non-Tribal Religious Settings:

Christian Fermentation of Wine and Spirits. At one point Monks even used the name

"God-is-Good" for Yeast. Most other Ritual Fermentation involves plants that ferment

themselves, such as Grapes into Wine or Palm Tree Sap into Palm Wine, but Christianity

was one of the first Religions that involved keeping Yeast Cultures in the Monasteries.

There are still a few Sects of Christian Monks who have passed down different traditions

of making Spirits. Another example of Christian Ritual Chemistry would be the "Tyrian

Purple" from the Bible which is the famous color of Royalty. It is gathered from glands of

the creature that lives in a Conch Shell and can be turned into a deep Blue or Crimson

depending on how it is treated. This was not started by Christians but Phoenicians and

became important to Christian Religion through Greek trade. The Creation of clear Glass

is another example of a Chemical process that was spread by the Phoenicians and today

stained glass windows are an Iconic part of the Christian Church.

Eastern and European Alchemy. The word Al-Chemy is an Arabic word similar to

Algebra or Alcohol, these words were all invented by Arabic Scientists in the Ancient

world known as Alchemists. Muslim Mosques were somewhat of a center of Language

Translation and Esoteric trade (Such as purified Elements or Books), especially around

the time of the Ottoman Empire. Alchemy is also the reason that the Periodic Table of

Elements contains things like "Germanium" and "Indium", and why Lead is marked "Pb"

and Tungsten is marked "W". The Periodic Table of Elements did not always exist, and it

has been Religious Diligence and International Cooperation that has gotten us as far as

Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, etc.

Hindu Ayurveda &amp; Chinese Medicine, both of which involve various combinations of

Oils and Extracts, as well as the extraction processes themselves. Many modern Lotions

and similar products were originally Religious Products, for example, both of these

traditions are Eastern, but even in the Western tradition of Christianity Jesus is called

"Christ" which literally means "The Anointed One" anointed being someone who has had

the correct Holy oils placed on them in the correct Ritual manner. Other examples within

Hinduism includes the creation of Hindu idols, which is a Ritual form of Allergy (Alloy

making). Different metals are combined in different ways that are considered to be

Sacred, for example Parad (the Metal form of Mercury) is Holy to the God Shiva, so is

sometimes used when making statues of him. Sometimes the mixtures are meant to create

metals that will change colors, an example of this in America is the Statue of Liberty. The

Creation of Pigments using different plants and applying Edible Lime (Calcium

Hydroxide) or other Reactants with them in order to form bright and solid colors that are

used in Dyes and Religious Ceremonies. And yet another example within Hinduism is the

creation of Charas (Hashish) from Marijuana and the creation of Bhang (THC Milk).



Perfume making in Ancient Egypt and Ancient Anatolia were Religious Processes and in

Turkey Perfumes are still made from the same species of Rose. In Ancient Egypt

substances like Naphtha (Petroleum Ether) were used in the creation of Religious art, and

Cinnamaldehyde in the Embalming Process. Another example in Ancient Egypt would be

addition of White Lotus to Wine, which causes the Aporphine in White Lotus to be

extracted into the Wine.

Incense and the Creation of it has been important to pretty much every Religion ever. An

example in Eastern Religion would be Sandalwood which is Holy to the God Shiva, a

Western example would be Frankincense which is Holy to the God Jesus and a Native

American example would be the White Sage smudge stick which is used in purification

rituals before various Ceremonies.

Ancient Greek Medicine was a form of Medicine which involved inducing sleep by using

Poppies (Morphine) and inducing dreams in the Patient, then either encouraging them to

have a Spiritual Journey within the dream or preform a needed surgery while they were

asleep. This form of Medicine became modern medicine by way of Hippocrates who

created

the

Hippocratic

Oath

which

Doctors

still

say

today.



Examples of Plants being used in Religious Ceremonies:



Hindu and Rastafarian use of Marijuana

South American use of Ayahuasca and Yopo snuffs

Native American use of Peyote, Tobacco and Datura

Oaxacan Magic Mushroom Tea

Peruvian Cactus Tea

Chukchi use of Amanita Muscaria

Mazatec use of Salvia

The Ancient Egyptian Tree of Life

Hindu Soma

Coffee in Ancient Ethiopia



Examples of Plants (and Animals) being used in Social Cultural settings:

Nigerian Uziza Leaves, which contain Caryophyllene and are used in a Tradition tea that

helps promote your appetite.

Sea Urchin Roe is eaten commonly as Sushi and it contains a Cannabinoid that can also

be found in your brain (An Endocannabinoid)

Fugu is a delicacy in Japan. Fugu is just the puffer fish, but a puffer fish liver contains a

Neurotoxin that is something like 10,000,000x the strength of Cocaine and causes the

body to slow down to the point of death. In some cases the person will register as

Medically dead for up to 3 days before body function returns to normal, but in most cases

it is a permanent death. The person who eats the Fugu is taking the risk of both eating

Fugu and trusting the Chef to prepare it correctly.

Coffee was used Culturally in Yemen once it spread out of Ethiopia and from there

Coffee use spread to Amsterdam, and now it has spread around the World.

Tea was culturally used in Eastern countries and was spread around the World by Britain.

Alcohol has been fermented from some Sugar source in pretty much every culture ever.



Chapter 1:

The Basics of Plants, Smells and Sacraments:

Aromatic Rings

This is a Benzene ring, if you have ever smelled any smell from a flower or pretty much

any other natural odor, you have some experience with Benzene rings. Benzene is not the

only Aromatic compound but it is the main one.



Damascone is an example of a Benzene ring that is well known in the Perfume world.

Damascone is the most defining smell of the Rose Bud and is a Benzene structure.

Another similar example is Ionone which is responsible for the smell of Violets.
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